2002 chevy astro van fuel pump

I have a Chevrolet astro van that needs a fuel pump, will a fuel pump from a Chevrolet asto van
fit my astro van?? Jay answered 4 years ago. I don't think it will work due to the fact that the 03
is obd2. Different computers. Paul answered 4 years ago. GuruL9W9B answered about a year
ago. Bigsquirt69mh7 answered 9 months ago. No it won't. Trust me I've tried. They make the
tops different so you have to buy year and model specific. They lock in diferently. My boyfriend
has a 95 chevy astro van he has replaced the egr valve the iac valve. But his van won't start
what could be the problem. He checked his distributor cap too. I have 01 astro van with p code
but runs fine. Can you please tell me what the price would be to re wire a 95 astro van turn
signal tail lghts etc. At times at freeway speed my astro van will began to rock from side to side
as If a resonance has set in. In order to stop it I have to slow don and make compensating tugs
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Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Works Good. Verified Purchase. Great Price. Tip if you
go on YouTube there are videos that show where to cut in the floor to make an access hatch to
get to the fuel pumpget creative and make a sturdy cover and make sure to seal itbut it sure
beats dropping a tank and dealing with rusty brittle gas lines and tank straps. Purchased fuel
pump but the gauge didn't read. Sent it back received the 2nd one and it was the same problem.
After about 3 fill ups is finally reading somewhat close but we do not fully trust it. We just
couldn't wait any longer to get another. Make sure you don't confuse the ground wire from the
black wire that goes to the fuel level sensor. I bought this few hump about 4 months ago for my
astro Works fine as long as I'm driving it everyday but when I park it for the weekend because I
use It for work It's a struggle every Monday morning trying to get that van to crank so I'm not
only out of the money for the part but the money I paid the mechanic to install it Eventually I will
have to go with the part that was recommended after the fact AC Delco original GM fuel pump
Don't waste your money on this junk it will not hold the pressure. I installed it in a Astro Van,
after the original pump failed right in our driveway. One of the electrical plugs requires
changing to replace the OEM plug that was prone to heat failure. The instructions were clear,
and the only difficulty during the installation, was removing the ring that secured the old pump.
The new pump has been working flawlessly. Figured I try the aftermarket, saved big money.
Came with instructions fit perfectly. I was worried about splicing in the new harness but the
instructions and color coded wire diagram made it very simple on my GMC Safari. The included
rubber gasket was indeed smaller than the original on the van, I used the old one since the new
one was too small. I suspected that the old pump was dead because when I turned on the key
you did not hear the priming of the fuel pump and the car would not start. Before I inserted it
and put the gas tank back up I plugged it in and made sure that the pump made the prime sound
which it did. I installed it, and the gas tank back in. The fuel gauge shows correctly also. I just
installed it, not sure the life of it but I'll update if I have problems. Clear instructions, all parts
included. I used the original gasket as the included one was just a bit to small for the opening.
One person found this helpful. Fast shipping. Installed easily. My sister is back on the road

again and thrilled with her van again. Fast shipping and great price. I took a chance and not only
did I save money, but I have found a new place to shop for parts. Will definitely recommend this
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